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MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM EFFECTS IN THE ZERO VO~TAQE STATE OF THE 
CURRENT BIASED JOSEPHSON JUNCTION 

John Clarke, Michel H. Devoret,• John Martinis, and Daniel Esteve* 

Department or Physics, University or California and 
Materials and Molec~lar Research Division 
~awrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California, USA 94720 

Introd~ctlon 

~eggett (t-4) has stlmwlated Interest in the question or whether 

quantum mechanics applies to macroscopic variables, an issue that 

has been addressed experimentally only recently. An attractive 

candidate ror investigating this question is the Josephson tunnel 

Junction (5), a system in which thermal rl~ctuations and perturba

tion due to the environment can be made relatively unimportant. In 

the case or the c~rrent-blased junction shown in Fig. l(a), the ma• 

croscopic variable is the phase Cifference 4 between the supercon

d~cting order parameters on either side of the barrier. For a mo

del Junction in which the complex impedance shunting the junction 

consists or a capacitance C and resistance R in parallel, the equa

tion or motion for the J~nction Is (6,7) 

where +0 1 h/2e ls the fl~x qwant~m. In general, both C and R may 
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Flg. 1: (a) Resistively shwnted junction model, and (b) U vs. 4 ror 

a bias current t below I 0 • 



contain contrib~tiona from the c~rrent•blas leads. We ass~•• that 

R 1s independent or the voltage V across the J~nction. The criti· 

cal current or the J~nction is I
0

, the externally applied bias c~r

rent is I, and the noise c~rrent d~e to Myq~ist noise in the sh~nt 

resistance is IM(t). !q~ation (1) represents the motion or a par

ticle moving 1n a one·dlmenslonal tilted cosine potential. In tne 
ze~o volt~ge state of the J~nctlon, the particle is confined to one 

well of tnts potential. Attar the particle escapes f~cm this meta· 
stable state, it runs freely dovn the tilted washb·oard, and a. volt

age appears ac~oss the J~nction. 

In the zero voltage state, the particle at tne botto• or the well 
oscillates at the plasma rreq~enay (1) 

( 2) 

where ~po i (2wi 0 /Ct0 >112. The well is separated rrom the rree 

r~nning state by a potential barrier or height 6U. In the limit or 
experl•ental interest the bias c~rrent is only slightly less than 
the critical a~rrent, and the potential fro• which the particle es

capes beoo•es c~bic (Fls. t(b)]. In this approximation, the bar

rier height is (8) 

((I 0 - I)/I 0 << 1), <3> 

where U0 1 I 0 t 0 12•. The dissipation is represented by the damping 

ractor Q • •pRe. 

The sechants• by which the particle escapes rro• the metastable 

state is or central importance in the present context. In the 

thermal regime kaT >> M•p• where T is the temperat~re, the noise 

c~rrent IM(t) 1n !q. (1) adds a rando• force to the particle, whieh 
event~ally escapes fro• the well bY thermal activation at a rate 
proportional to (9) exp(•6Uik 8T). On the other nand, in the quan• 

t~• li•lt, the particle escapes by macroscopic s~ant~• t~nneltns 

(MQT) (1--) tnro~cn tne potential barrier. In the weak damping 

li•it Q >> 1, and at T • 0 tne predicted rate tor thls process 1s 
proportional to exp(•7.26UIM•p><t • 0.81/Q), vnere the rtrst term 

in the e1~onent la tne res~lt or a WKB calculation (10) in the ab-
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sanae of any dissipation, and the second term arises from the ef
fects or damping (1), The crossover temperature rrom the thermal 

regime to the quantum regime ls predicted to be. T0 • K~P/2wk 8 in 

the weak damping limit ( 11). 

The experimental observation of MQT would imply that 6, which ls a 

macroscopic variable in that it describes the phase difference be

tween two large collections or Cooper pairs, obeys quantum mechan

ics. However, a quantitative demonstration of the.correctness or 
the theoretical prediction may not be altogether trivlai. A per

usal of the equations listed above for the classical and quantum 

regimes reveals that the parameters governing the escape rate are 

I 0 , C, R, I and T. Although one can, with care, expect to deter

mine I and T with negligibly small error, the determin~t1on or I 0 , 

C and R presents some difficulty. For example, because the plasma 

frequencies necessary to achieve the quantum limit are at least a 

raw gigahertz (tor mlllikelvin temperatures), and may be much 

higher, the impedance presented by leads coupled to the junction 

may have a major effect on the values of C and R that are to be 

used to compare the measured ~scape rates wlth theoretical 

predictions. It ls necessary to understand these effects in some 

detail. A quite separate problem is concerned wlth possible 

effects of extraneous noise sources. As the temperature of the 

junction is lowered in the classical regime, the escape rate tor 

flxed bias current drops rapidly. Below T0 , on the other hand, the 

escape rate is predicted to flatten orr, as tunneling takes over 

trom thermal aotlvatlon. However, the presence or an extraneous 

nolse source, for example pick-up from a radlo or television 

station~r Nyquist noise from a resistor at a temperature above 

that or the Junction, may also cause the escape rate to flatten orr 

as the temperature is lowered, Thus, one is required to 

demonstrate the absence or spurious effects of thiS kind. We 

shall return to these problems in due cause. 

We now briefly mention experiments that were performed prior to. 

those described in this paper. The escape rate in the thermal li

mit was measured by Fulton and Dunkleberger (8) in the 4He temper

atura range using tunnel junctions with areas 1n the range or 4 • 

1 o-3 to 1 o- 4 mm 2 • They reported " ... li ret imes in near agreement 
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with thermal-activation theory,n The tlrst meas~rements in the 

q~ant~m regime were those or Voss and Webb (12) who st~died ~m 2 

t~nnel J~nctlons at temperatures down to 3 mK. They observed a 

flattening or the escape rate as the ~emperature was lowered that 

was consistent with the predictions or HQT tor a J~nction wlth a 
high Q (8

0 
: 2wi

0
R2C/t0 • 5000). On the other hand, tor a lower Q 

J~nctlon (8 0 • 50), a damping ractor or approximately (1 • 5/Q) ra
ther than (1 • 0.87/Q) was req~lred to brtns the low temperat~re 

escape rate into agreement with the theoretical prediction. Howev
er, the value ot R used to determine Q was that obtained at low 

voltages rrom the I•V characteristic, whereas, as pointed out by 
the authors, •It ls possible that the appropriate R ••• ls not the 

measured de resistance near the origin b~t either the high-frequen

cy resistance or the quasiparticle resistance above the gap.• At· 

about the same time, Jackel et al. (13) reported measurements on 

_very small area tunnel Junct7:n=:- with areas between 3 • 10•6 and 5 
• 10-8 mm2, in the ~He temperature range. They also observed a 

flattening or the escape rate as the temperature was lowered, the 

rlattenins occurrins at a lower temperature than one would predict 
rro• the theory in tne absence or damping. They concluded that 

•Tne results are conslstent with a predlctlon that 41sslpatlon re• 

duces the rate or ••• escape.• Although both experiments in the 

quantum llmit snowed that the escape rate became independent or 
temperature as temperature was lowered and indicated that tne pre· 

sence or dissipation reduced the tunneling rate, it seems ratr to 
say tnat in neither case were tne parameters sutticlently well 

known to allow any quantitative coapar1son with theory to be made. 

Experiments nave also been performed on a dirterent system, namely 
a superconductins loop interrupted by a Josephson tunnel Junction 
(Fig. 2(a)]. In this case, one studies the thermal activation or 

quantum tunnelinl or the magnetic flux, t, threadlns the loop. For 

parameters or experimental interest, the potential U(t) contains 

two local alnima, as indicated in Flg. 2(b). In the thermal re

ll•e, the particle hops between the two wells by theraal act1va· 

tion. One can determine the 11ret1me ot tne·metastable state by 
ramping the applied tluz and usinl a Superconductins QUantum Inter· 

terence Device to determine when the transition between states 

occurs. Measurements ln the thermal regime were made b'/ Jackel et 

4 
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Flg. 2: (a) S~percond~ct1ng ring interr~pted by resistively sh~nted 

j~nction, and (b) U vs. t . 

. .!..!.· ( 14 l, ~sing a point contact device in the 4 He temperature 

range. They concl~ded that"··· the experimental res~lts are in 

good agreement with the theory." In the quant~m regime, Den Boer 

and de Br~yn O~boter (15) also studied a point contact device in 

the 4He temperat~re range, and observed that the transition rate 

between the two metastable states flattened orr as the temperature 

was lowered. Pranc•!l!.l· (16) (also Spiller.!l.U· (17)) 

observed periodic struct~re in the V-I curve meas~red at radio 

rreq~encies on a tank circ~it co~pled to the loop containing a 

Junction, and interpreted these results as arising rrom quantum 

errects. In both experiments in the q~ant~m limit there appears to 

be ~ncertainty in the parameters or the point contact junctions, 

and the interpretation or the latter experiment has not been unl
vers.ally accepted (3). Very recently, Scnwart:z; .!l !l· (18) have 

st~died a thin-film loop containing a Josephson tunnel junction 

tnat was neavily overdamped by means or an external shunt resistor. 

The junction area was abo~t 0.1 llm 2 , and meas~rements were made in 

the milliKelvin temperature range. They round good agreement with 

the predicted exponent or the tunneling rate, b~t a three-order-or 

magnitude discrepancy between the meas~red and predicted preractor. 

The reasons tor this discrepancy nave yet to be understood. 

The experiments described in tne remainder or thia paper are con

cerned with the escape rate rrom tne zero-voltage state or a c~r

rent-biased j~nction. The major ditterence between this work and 

previous experiments is that all or tne relevant parameters or the 

Junction are measured ~ ~ ustng classical phenomena: in parti-
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cular, we measure C and R at the relevant microwave frequencies. 

Thus, we are able to compare the experimental results with theore
tical predictions with no adJustable parameters. We begin with a 

br!et description or the experimental configuration. It ls conven

ient, next, to describe the classical phenomenon or resonant acti
vation from which we obtain wp and Q. We follow this with a des

crtptlon or the measurements or the escape rates in the thermal and 

quantum limits and compare our results wttn experimental predtc

ti~ns; at the same ttme, we describe the determina.tion ot I 0 • The 

last experimental section is concerned with a different aspect or 
the quantum nature or 4, namely the quantization or the energy 

levels. We conclude with a brier summary. 

&xperimental Configuration 

The junctions (19) were nominally 10 • 10 ~m 2 Nb-NbOx-Pb tunnel 

Junctions fabricated in a cross•strlp geometry on oxidized silicon 

water&. The I-V characteristics exhibited a low subgap leakage 

current, and a diftractlon•pattern-like iodulation or the critical 

current as a function ot the external magnetic field. Each junc• 

tion ln turn was attached to a custom-made attenuating coaxial line 
(mount) that was connected t~ the room temperature electronics via 
two coaxial lines, one tor current and one tor voltage, equipped 

with •icrowave and radiotrequency filters. The measured attenua
tion or the filters vas greater than 150 dB fro• 0.1 to 12 GHz. A 

•icrowave current could be injected via a separate coaxial llne, 

equipped wlth cold attenuators, that was capacitlvely coupled to 

the center conductor or the mount. For the experiments in the di
lution refrigerator, the last or the chain or low-pass filters and 
the junction eount were attached to the a~ixing chaaber. A magnetic 

field could be applied parallel to the plane or the Junction by 
a~eans or a superconducting magnet tn the persistent current mode. 
The experiaent and the battery-operated electronics required to 

operate lt ware enclosed ln a screened roo•, with connections made 

to a aicroco•puter outside the roo• via fiber optics. 

In all or the experi•ents except so•• or the resonant activation 

meesure•enta, the eaoape rate f(I) tro• the zero voltage state or 
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the j~nction was determined ~slng the method or F~lton and Dunkle

berger (8) in which the bias current is ramped ~ntil the Junction 

switches to a nonzero voltage. This voltage onset triggers an A

to-O converter monitoring the current, so that one obtains the 

value or current at which the junction switched. One repeats this 

procedure a large number or times, typically 105, to obtain the 

distribution or switching currents, P(I). The escape rate is cal

culated from the relation (8) 

r<r> c 

Resonant Activation 

P(I)di/dt 

- J P(i)dl 
0 

(II) 

In resonant activation (19), one measures the lifetime t(P) or the 

zero voltage state or the junction 1n the presence or a microwave 

power P. The microwave current 1s very small, and makes only a 

minor perturbation on the dynamics or the Junction in the presence 

or thermal noise. The microwave current produces a sinusoidal 

force on the particle, so that one expects to observe a reduction 

in the lifetime or the metastable state when the microwave rre-

quency is close to the plasma frequency. By measuring the resonant 

response or the lifetime to the microwaves, one is able to deter

mine wp and Q and hence, knowing I and I 0 , to deduce C and R. 

To enable us to ~easure changes in t(P) over a wide range or rre-

quency, we measured t directly 3t a fixed value 6f blas current 

while the microwave frequency was swept through the plasma reson

ance. In this method, we applied a 10 kHz square-wave modulated 

bias current and measured the time that elapsed between the leading 

edge or the pulse and the onset or a voltage across the Junction in 

the absence or microwaves. To investigate the errect or micro

waves, we injected a microwave current into the Junction and swept 

the frequency. Although w~ observed a decrease 1n t near the plas

ma frequency, the response exhibited a considerable amount or 

structure arising from variations in the attenuation or the line 

through which the microwaves were injected. We eliminated this 

problem by repeating the measurement at a slightly different value 

7 
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W/21T J_GHzl 

Ftg. 3: Resonance tn escape ti~e vs. ~iarowave rreq~enay ror Junc

tion in thermal limit at 4.2K with I 0 • 4.64 ~A. r • 3.01 ~A and 

t(O) • 8.4 ~s. Dots are experimental data and solid line ls numer

ical Sl1Dulation. 

or I 0 (~~t the same value or I/I 0 > so that the plasma treq~ency was 
shifted (ln the example dtsa~ssed here) ~Y 0.12 CHz. Thus, the two 

c~rves differed significantly only ln the plasma resonance, and ~Y 

comb1ntns t~e• we obtained the response or the Junction at the 

averase or the plasma rreq~enales. An exa•ple ls shown in Fls. 3. 
where we plot Ln(t(P)/t(O)] vs. microwave r~eq~ency ror a Junction 

at 11.2K. 

In Fls. 3. we observe l~•edlateiy that the lineshape ls rar rrom 

Lorentz1an, havtns a ~wan lonser tall on the low frequency side or 
tne peak tnan on the hlSh rreq~ency side. This non-Lorentzian 

linesnape arises r~o• the tact that the oscillation treq~ency de

creases as the enersy or tne particle 1n the c~~lc potential in

creases. To investigate this errect, we performed a numerical sl~

~latlon or Eq. (1) wlth a sinusoidal drivlns current added to the 

bias and noise currents. Tne res~lts or the si~ulation stvlns the 

best flt to tne data are shown tn. Ftc. 3. and ~lmia the asym•etry 

in the llneshape. The slmwlatlons lndtaate that the posltlon of 

tne ~lnl•~• •m/2w ls slilhtly less than wp/2•, while the wldth 
Aw/2• ls so•ewnat larger than •p/2wQ. The slm~lation snown ln Fls. 

3 ls tor •p e 6.3 CHz and Q • 13; tor these values we find •m • 
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0.96 ~P and 6~ • 1.25 ~P/Q, The infe~~ed val~es of wp and Q lead 

to c • 6.8 pF and R • Q/~Pc • qa n. The va~iations in the val~e of 

c d~e to the leads, abo~t ~ 0.5 pF, a~e a ~elatively small r~actlon 

or the j~nction capacitancQ, which was delibe~ately chosen eo be as 

la~ge as possible. On the othe~ hand, the val~e of R is at least 

two orders or magnitude below the dynamic resistance dete~mined 

from the I-V characteristic at low voltage. This val~e or R is 

determined enti~ely by the dissipation in the external ci~c~itry~ 

We have seen that resonant activation enables one to dete~mine the 

effective values of C and R ~ ~· provided one knows I 0 and I. 
In the next section we discuss the dete~mination or I 0 and the 

measurement or the escape ~ate as a r~nction or temperat~~e. 

Escape Rate in the Classical and Q~antum Regimes 

Escape temperature. In the thermal regime (k 8 T >> K~pl· the the~m

ally activated escape ~ate from the ze~o voltage state is predicted 

to be (20) 

( 5) 

where (20) 

( 6) 

is of the order or unity in our experiment. In the q~antum regime 

Ck 8 T << K~P) to lowest order in 1/Q the macroscopic quantum tun

neling ~ate out or the zero voltage state at T • 0 is predicted to 

be ( 1 l 

( 7) 

To exp~ess the experimental results ln a way that is as independent 

as possible or the J~nct1on parameters, lt is convenient to intro

duce the escape temperature Tesc defined through the relation 

9 



( 8) 

In the thermal regime, the theoretical prediction is 

( 9) 

where 

( t 0) 

is saall coapared with ~nity. In the q~ant~• regime at T • 0, the 

prediction is 

where 

( t 2) 

Determination or crltlcal current. We determine I 0 in the thermal 

reg1ae by ~sing the exponential dependence or rt on the bias cur

rent. As is evident rroa Eqs. (3) and (5), a plot or the experi

aentally deter•ined quantity {1n(~P(I)/2wr(I)]J 21 3 vs. I should, 

neglecting departures or at rroa unity, be a straight line with 
slope scaling aa T~~l that intersects the current axis at I 0 • 

As an illustration, we present reault·s roro a dirreroent tO • tO 1u12 

Junction to that roepreaented in rig. 2, tncorporoated in a dttrer• 

ent ao~nt so that the external daap&ns was red~ced. Flguroe 4 snows 
three exaaples or •~en plots out or the seven obtained ln the ther

aal regiae overo the teaperature range rrom t02 to 800 aK. We also 

snow two sets or data obtained at lovero temperoatures where quantua 

erreots are expected to be important: we note that the slope chang
es very little as the teaperature is lowered rrom 46 to 19 ~K. in

dlcatlns that Tesc is nearoly the saae at these two temperatures. 
As expected. the lines drawn through the data (usins a least 

squares rtt) intersect the c~rrent axis at very nearly the same 

point. The values ot t 0 obtained rroa the seven sets or data tn 

the theraal res1ae ransed rro• 9.498 to 9.535 vA. We then correct· 

ed these values ot I 0 tor the departure or at rroa unity, using the 

10 
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Flg. ~= (tn<~p/2~r>J 21 3 vs. I ror five values or temperature. 

~lnes that intersect the current axls have been drawn through the 

data in the thermal regime at the three highest temperatures. The 

arrow indicates the value or I 0 obtained after corrections for the 

preractor were made, 

value or Q • 30 t 15 obtained from resonant activation. These cor

rections were small, ranging from -12 t ~ na at 100 mK to -~7 t 12 

nA at 800 mK. After these corrections were made, the critical cur

rent was independent or T to within the experimental uncertainties, 

with a value 9.~89 t 0.007 ~A. Quantum corrections to I 0 in this 

temperature range were negligible. 

From the values or ~p(I) and Q(I) measured for three values or I 0 

and numerous value or I we determined c and R as functions or ~p· 

We round _that our data were well explained by a lumped circuit 

model with C • 6,35 t O,Q pF and R • 190 t 100 a. 

Escape temperatures tn thermal and quantum regimes. We used the 

measured values or I 0 , R and C to calculate Tesc from r as a func

tion or I and T. In Fig, 5 we plot (21) Tesc vs. T ror a value or 

bias current such that tn(wp/2wr) • 11. The predicted crossover 

temperature or 30 mK is indicated by a solid arrow in Ftg. 5. 

Above about 100 mK, Tesc is very close to T, as we expect in the 

thermal regime. Below about 25 mK, however, Tesc becomes independ

ent or T, with a value or 37.- t 4 mK. The Caldeira-~eggett pre-

11 
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Flg. 5: T
850 

vs. T tor two val~•• ot crltlcal current tor 1n(wp/2wrl 
• 11. The solld and open arrows lndtcate the predlcted crossover 

temperat~res tor the higher and lower crltlcal currents, respec
tively. Prediction ot Eq. (5) tor I 0 • 9.489 yA indicated at lett. 

diction (t) at T • 0 ls Tesc • 36.0 t 1.- mK, which is in very good 
agree•ent with the te•perature-independent value observed in our 
experi•ent. The contribution or the damping to the predicted value 

or Tesc ls -1.5 •K, which ls less tnan the co•b1ned uncertainty or 
the prediction and experi•ent. Consequently, we cannot make any 
state•ent about the etteot or dissipation on HQT. 

Althousn the te•perat~re-lndependent value or 'esc is in good 
asreement wttn the T • 0 prediction, nevertheless one should demon

strate that tne tlatten1ns or Tesc is not due to an ~nknown, spuri
ous noise so~rce. To establish that the errective temperature or 

tne dissipative ele•ent was equal to T at the lowest temperatures 
or the axperi•ent, we red~ced the crltical c~rrent by means or a 

•asnetic tleld so that the J~nction re•ained in the thermal li•it. 
The crltlcal c~rrent increased sllshtly as tfte temperature was low

ered, rroa 1.316 t 0.005 yA at 800 •X to 1.388 t 0.002 yA at 20 mK. 

In Fil• 5 we have plotted Tesc tor the lover crtt1cal current tor 
ln(wp/2~r) • 11. At eaon temperat~re, we calculated T850 ~slns the 

•easured val~• or I 0 at that te•perat~re. The predicted crossover 

12 



temperature, 1~ mK, is inaicatea with an open arrow. We observe 

that Tesc is equal to T to within the experimental error over the 

entire temperature range, although there is a suggestion that Tesc 

Ls beginning to rlatten orr at tne lowest temperature. We conclude 

that the rlatteriing or Tesc ror tne junction with the higher criti
cal current did not arise rrom spurious noise sources, 

Quantization or Energy Levels 

If the behavior or the particle in the well is determined by quan

·eum mechanics, one would expect the energy or the particle to be 

quantized. To investigate this behavior, we nave extended our mea

surements or the escape rate rrom the zero voltage state ln the 

presence or a microwave current to the case where the junction is 

in the quantum regime. One expects the microwaves to enhance the 

escape rate when the rrequency coincides with the spacing between 
two energy levels. 

In the experiment (22), we adjusted tne microwave power P so that 

[r(P) - r(O)]/r(O) '2. We searched ror resonances by varying the 

energy level spacing with the bias current while keeping the micro

wave rrequency r1xed. In Fig. 6(a) we show the escape rate vs. 

bias current in the'presence or 2.0 GHz microwave irradiation ror a 

10 • SO ~m 2 junction. The well contained se~eral energy levels 
(6U/Kup- 6), tner~ was slgnltlcant population or tne lower excit
ed states (k 8T/Kwp- 0.]), and the damping was low (Q- SO), We 

observe three peaks Ln (r(P) - r(O)]/r(O) that are characteristic 

or transitions between quantized energy levels. The two peaks at 
the higher bias currents are approximately Lorentzian. To investi• 

gate the positions or these peaks, we computed the energy levels by 

solving the Schr6dinger equation numerically using the measured 

values or I, I 0 and c. The solid lines in Fig. 6(b) represent the 

energy level spacings En+n+l vs. I (n • 0,1,2). The aotted lines 

represent the uncertainty in the Eo+t curve due to the errors ln I 0 

ana c. We note that a siven error in I 0 ana c will move all three 

curves by essentially the same amount. The intersection or each 

curve with the horizontal line corresponding to a microwave rre

quency or 2,0 GHz is the prediction or the value or bias current at 
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at 28 sK 1n the presence ot 2.0 CH: slcrova~•s Ck 8 T/M~ • 0.29). 

Arrova Lndlcate pceltlona ot resonances. Inset represents the 

oorrespondinl transitions Detveen enersy levels. (b) Calc~lated 

enersy level spaoinss 'n•n• 1 vs. I tor I 0 • 30.572 ~ O.O~T ~A and 

C • •1.0 ~ 3.0 pF. Dotted lines lndlcate ~ncertaintlea ln the E0 • 1 
c~r~• d~e to errors ln I-0 and c. Arrovs lndlcate ~•l~es or blas 

c~rrent at vhlch resonances are predicted. 

vnlch the resonant peaks Sh~~ld occ~~. The absol~te posltlons ot 

the ••••~red peaks a1on1 the Dias·o~rrent axis agree vlth the pre· 

dlctiona to vlthin the experlaental ~ncertalntles. The separations 

or the aeaa~red and predicted peaks are in excellent agreement. 

To st~dy the dependence ot the separation (!1 - E0 ) on Dlas c~r~ 

rent, ve have aade ••••~reaents on. a 10 • 10 11•2 J~nctlo'n that vas 

aore strongly ln the q~ant~• reslse (k 8T/M~ • 0.1, 4U/MMp- 2) at 

the exper1•entally aooess1Dle val~•• or I and T. The val~•• ot I 0 
and C vere ••••~red in tne ther•al rest•• ln the ~•~•1 vay. Fls~re 

T(a) ahova the resonances obaer~ed at 18 •K tor to~r different •1· 

crova~e treq~enclea, vhlle Fls. T(b) shows the ~al~•• or tne blas 

c~rrent at which the resonances are predicted to occ~r. tosetner 
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Fig. 7: Ca> CrCP) - rCO)]/r(O) vs. I ro~ a 10 ~m • 10 ~m J~nctlon 

at 18 mK ro~ ro~r microwave rreq~encles. (b) Calc~lated energy 

level spacing E0• 1 vs. I ror .I 0 • 9.489 ~ 0.001 ~A and C • 6.-5 ~ 

0.4 pF. Dotted lines indicate ~nce~talntles d~e to ~~rors in I 0 
and C. A~rows indicate val~es or bias c~r~ent a~ which ~esonances 

are p~edicted, Dashed line Indicates plasma r~eq~ency. 

with tne ~nce~talnty. The absol~te posltlons or the meas~~ed and 

predicted peaks agree to within the expe~lmental ~nce~taintles. 

The shift ln the position or the ~esonances as the microwave rre

q~ency is changed is in excellent agreement with the predicted 

shift. We note that the meas~red positions or the resonances a~e 

ve~y dirre~ent rrom those that wo~ld be p~edlcted classically ro~ 

the ~•sonant activation or a -pa~ticle oscillating at the plasma 

r~eq~ency (dashed line). 

As a rinal illust~ation, in Fig. 8 we show the evolution from q~an

tum to classical behavio~. At the lowest value of kaT/Mw, the ~e

sponse is a single, approximately Lo~entzian ~esonance. At a high

er value or k8 T/Mw a shoulde~ corresponding to the E1• 2 transition 

becomes appa~ent. At the htgnest value or kaT/Mw the resonance ts 
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asym•etrlc, the peaks associated wtth individ~al transitions havtns 

mersed lnto a continuum: this response ts essentially classical. 

To conclude thls section, we coa•ent brierly on the linewidth or 
the resonances. Resonant activation measurements in the classical 

liait tor the junction illustrated ln Fis. 1 Yield Q • 30 t 15. In 
the quantua lialt, one expects the relative linewldth Au/u or the 

resonance correspondinl t~ the e0• 1 transition to be approximately 

1/Q. The data presented ln Fts. T(a) yield •/Au • 50 t 10, tn rea

sonable asreeaent with the value or Q aeasured ln the classical li
alt. We note that the coherence or the sround and exalted states 
aust be aalntalned over the ltretlme or the exalted state, approxi

aately 2wQ/•p - 1- ns1 tor the same transition ln Fis. 6(a)·, the 

coherence time is about -0 ns. 

When a weak alcrowave current ls applied to a current-biased 
Josephson tunnel junction in the theraal limit the escape rate rrom 

the aero voltase state ls enhance4 when the microwave frequency ls 
near the plasaa frequency ot the Junction. The resonance curve ls 
markedly asym•etrtc because or the anharaonic properties or the po

tential well: thls behavior ls well explained by a co•puter stmula-
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tion using a resistively shunted junction model. This phenomenon 

or resonant activation enables one to make ~ ~ measurements or 
the capacitance and resistance shunting the junction, including 

contributions rrom the complex impedance presented by the current 

leads. For the relati~ely large area junctions studied in these 

experiments, the external capacitive loading was relatively unim

portant, but the damping was entirely dominated by the external re

sistance. 

The values or C and R obtained rrom resonant activation together 

with the value or I 0 obtained rrom the current-dependence or the 

escape rate in the classical limit and the measured values or I and 

T completely speciry the escape rate rrom the zero voltage state. 

This escape rate can be conveniently expressed as an escape temper

ature. As the temperature or the junction was lowered in the ther

mal regime, the escape temperature at a rixed value or ~P/r was 

equal to the bath temperature to within the experimental error. At 

the lowest temperatures, however, the escape temperature rlattened 

orr to a value that was in excellent agreement with the Caldeira

~eaaett prediction ror T • 0 with no ritted parameters. For the 

junction reported here with Q • 30, the errects or damping were 

smaller than the experimental uncertainties, and it was not possi

ble to draw any conclusions about the correctness or the prediction 

ror the errects or dissipation on the macroscopic tunneling rate. 

As a check on the level or spurious noise, the measurements were 

repeated with the critical current reduced by a ma~netic rield so 

that the junction remained in the classical limit down to the low

est temperature or the experiment. The escape temperature remained 

close to the bath temperature over the entire temperature range, 

implying that external noise errects were negligible. 

As a quite dirrerent demonstration or the quantum nature or 6, an 

experiment was perrormed to show that in the quantum limit the 

energy or the particle in the well is quantized. The escape rate 

rrom the zero voltage state was measured at constant microwave rre

quency and current as a runction or the bias current. A peak in 

the escape rate was observed when, ror example, .the spacing between 

the ground state and rirst excited state coincided with the micro

wave rrequency: the microwaves excite the particle rrom the ground 
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state to the excited state in which the liretlme against tunneling 

out ot the well is s~bstantially ~educed. At values or k8T/Mw 

such that there was a signiricant the~mal population or the lowe~ 

excited statea, transitions between the n • 1 and n • 2 states and 

between the n • 2 and n e 3 states we~e also observed. The mea

sured positions or the peaks we~e in excellent ag~eement with the 

predictions ot a model calculation ror the energy levels in the 

well, with no ritting parameters. The ~elative linewldth or the 

transition from the n • 0 to the n • state was approximately 1/Q, 

as expected, and implied a coherence ot the two states ror periods 

up to 40 ns. 

The observation or an escape ~ate r~om the zero voltage state ot a 

Junction·in the quantum limit that is in excellent agreement with 

theoretical predictions together with the demonstration that the 

energy levels in the well are quantized provide extremely strong 

evidence that the macroscopic variable 6 obeys quant~m mechanics. 
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